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The relaxation time of the magnetic moment of an antiferromagnetic dielectric is calculated 
in the case in which the nonequilibrium magnetic moment is perpendicular to the axis of the 
crystal. It is shown that at temperatures satisfying condition (17), the relaxation time is in
versely proportional to the first power of the temperature. 

THE present work deals with the problem of relax
ation of the magnetic moment in an antiferromag
netic dielectric in the case in which the external 
magnetic field and the magnetic moment of the body 
are perpendicular to the crystal axis z. After 
switching off of the magnetic field, the magnetic 
moments of the sublattices begin to relax, turning 
toward the crystal axis; that is, the magnetic mo
ment induced by application of the field disappears. 
Since the nonequilibrium value of this magnetic 
moment is determined by the number of spin waves 
with momentum k = 0, the magnetic-moment re
laxation time found here determines, in order of 
magnitude, the line width in uniform antiferromag
netic resonance. 

As is known, the exchange-interaction Hamil
tonian commutes with the total magnetic moment 
of the body, and therefore it cannot change the 
previously induced nonequilibrium magnetic mo
ment. The change of the magnetic moment of the 
body will occur because of weak relativistic inter
action. 

1. We write the Hamiltonian of an antiferromag
netic dielectric in the following form: 

M1 and M2 by the relations 

mj =Mix- iMiu= (2f..LM)'/, (ai- (f..L I 4M) ajaiai], (2) 

mj = Mix+ iMiu = (2!-IM)'/• !at- (f..L I 4M) ajafai], 

Here ll is the Bohr magneton and M is the satu
ration magnetic moment of a sublattice. The op
erators aj and aj are subject to the usual com
mutation rule 

[a; (r), af (r')] = 6;/) (r- r'). (3) 

By using formulas (2) and expanding the opera
tors aj ( r) and aj ( r) in Fourier series, one can 
write the Hamiltonian (1) in the form 

Jeo = ~ { t Akaikark + + Akaika2k + BkarkOz-k 
k 

(4) 

+ Ckaikai-k + Cka2ka2-k + 2Ckai~~k} + Herm. adj. 
(5) 

(6) 

Here the following symbols have been introduced: ::;e = ~ dV [5: (aMr)2 ~ (aM2\2 aM1k aM2" 
2 ax. + 2 ax.) + IX12 ax. ax. 

l l l l 

(1) Ak = J.LM (ak2 + 2n sin2 6k + r + ~), 
Bk =11M (ar2k2 + 2n sin2 6k + r), 

where M1 and M2 are the magnetic moments of 
the sublattices; h is the magnetic field produced 
by the oscillations of the magnetic moment; a, 
a12• and 'Y are constants related to the exchange 
interaction; and {3 is the magnetic anisotropy 
constant. 

By analogy with the work of Holstein and 
Primakoff, 1 we introduce the spin-wave creation 
and annihilation operators aj and aj ( j = 1, 2 ), 
connected with the sublattice magnetic moments 

Ck = nJ.LM sin2 6k exp (- 2i<pk), (7) 

where Ok and 'Pk are the azimuthal and polar 
angles of the wave vector k; ~ ( k) = 1 for k = 0, 
= 0 for k ¢ 0. In Jeint we have not included terms 

+ 
containing products of three operators ajkajk; as 
will become clear later, these will not interest us. 

2. To find the spin-wave spectrum of the anti
ferromagnetic dielectric, we diagonalize the Hamil
tonian (4). To this end, we go over from the opera
tors ajk and ajk to the operators Cjk and cjk2•3: 
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+ Vt,ci'"-kei•,ttli + Vi'"~~-kei<,ttli, 
a2k = U 22C2ke-i•,fl!i + U 21c1ke-iE•111i 

+ v;2c~-kei<,f/1i + v~lci-kei•,f!li, (8) 

The amplitudes Uij and Vij in (8) are found with 
the aid of the equation of motion of the operators 
ajk• 

~1k = (i In) !.1t'o. a1kl· (9) 

On substituting formula (8) in Eq. (9) and 
equating coefficients of Cjk and cjk, we get the 
system of linear homogeneous equations 

(Ak- ek) U11 + BkV21 + 2CkVu + 2C"/;.U21 = 0, 

2CkUn + 2ckV21 + (Ak + ek) Vu + BkU21 = 0, (10) 
BkUn + (Ak + ek) V21 + 2Ci:V11 + 2CkU21 = 0, 

2CkUn + 2ckV21 + BkVu + (Ak- ek) U21 = 0, 

and similar equations in which, instead of the 
quantities U11, U21• V11, and V21• there enter the 
quantities U22• Ui2, V22• and Vi2· 

On solving (10), we find the dispersion law for 
spin waves in an antiferromagnetic dielectric: 

81,2 (k) = f1M ll2r [~ + <~- ~12) k2)[ 1 ± (n I r) sin2 6k].(ll) 

Here 8k is the angle between the z axis and the 
direction of the wave vector k. The upper and 
lower signs correspond to two energy branches, 
the difference between which is aE "' p.M. 

For the amplitudes, from (8), we get the fol
lowing expressions: 

Bk ( 2ek )'/• 
Uu = U22 = U12 = u21= Uk=- 2- -+A • 

ek · ek k 

(ek + Ak)''• 
Vn = V22 = V12 = V21 == Vk=-~ . 

(~2) 

By use of formulas (8) and (12), one can express 
the Hamiltonian for the interaction of spin waves 
with one another in terms of the operators Cik 

+ 
and Cik= 

.1t' int = :Jfm + .1t'l~~; 
"!P<1> 13!1" ~ {[cD<1> + c+ a~ in I = - ZV LJ k,k,k,k, C1k1 1k,C1k,Clk, 

k,kllklk~ 

+ <D~~k,k,k, Ci.'k,cik,C1k,C2k.Jll (kl + k2 - ks- k4) 

+ ['1'<1> c+ + + + '1'<2> c+ c c c I k,k,k,k, !k,Ctk,Clk,Clk, k1k,k,k, lkt 2k2 2k, 2k, 

where 

<D~~h.k, = i- (Uk,Uk,Uk,Uk, + Vk,Vk,Vk,Vk.), 

cD~~k,k,k, = 2Uk,Vk,Uk,Vk,, 

(13) 

'l'~~b.k, = 2Uk,Vk,Uk,Vk,, 'I"~:l,k,k, = 2Vk,Vk,Uk,Vk,· 

.1£f~~ is obtained from .1t'f:iit by the substitution 
C1k <-+ C2k· 

We now calculate the mean value of the square 
of the magnetic moment and of the square of its 
component perpendicular to the crystal axis: 

(~2 ) = ([~ (M1 + M2) dV]), 

(~~) = ([~ (Mu_ + M2.d dV])· (14) 

With the aid of formulas (2), (8), and (11), the 
quantities <~2 > and <~1> can be expressed 
in terms of the occupancy numbers n10 and n20 of 
spin waves with momentum k = 0. 

The averaged quantities ~2 and ~1 have the 
following form: 

(~2 ) = (~21_) = 2f1eff MV [(1 +cos 2<po) n10 

+ (1 -cos 2<po) n2oJ, 

where cp0 is the polar angle of the spin wave vector 
with k = 0, and 

To determine cp0, it is necessary to take into 
account the boundary conditions on the vectors M 
and H. In the case in which the antiferromagnet 
fills the half-space x > 0 and the crystal axis is 
directed parallel to its surface, the value of cp0 is 
zero. Suppressing the index 1 on n10 , we get 

(15) 

Thus we see that the relaxation of the magnetic 
moment of an antiferromagnetic dielectric is de
termined by the number of spin waves with mo
mentum k = 0. From knowledge of the interaction 
Hamiltonian .1t'int, one can find the change of the 
number of spin waves with momentum k = 0. We 
remark that a change of n0 cannot cause processes 
of union of two spin waves into one, or of splitting 
of one spin wave into two, since in these processes 
it is impossible to satisfy simultaneously the laws 
of conservation of energy and of momentum. 
Therefore for determination of the change of n0 

with time, as has already been indicated, it is 
necessary to take into account, in the Hamiltonian 
.1t'int, the later terms of the expansion, describing 
processes that involve participation of four spin 
waves. 

On using expression (13) for the interaction 
Hamiltonian that describes these processes, we 
get the following kinetic equation: 
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no= !to {n}, 

cP { } -- 32n f3•1-1• U2 '\' {5U2U2U2 [( + 1) ( + 1) "'-'o n 1i v• o ,.w 1 2 a no n1 n2na 
1,2,3 

- non1 (nz + 1)(na + 1)) !J. (k1- k2 

- k3) 6 ( e0 + 81 - Bz - ea) 

+ 2U~U~U~ [ (n0 + 1) (n1 + 1) (nz + 1) na - non1n2 (n3 

+ 1)] !J. (k1 + kz- ka) ()(eo+ e1 + e2- e3)}. 

In writing :t0{n} we have assumed that €1k 
~ E2k and Uk ~ Vk; this is correct at sufficiently 
low temperatures, 11M« T « ®c. Since the occu
pation numbers n0 are large ( no » 1 ) , the colli
sion operator :£0 can be expressed approximately 
in the form 

:£0 {n} =- n0 /T0• 

The kinetic equation then takes the form 

no=- no/To, 

where the relaxation time To is determined by the 
formula 

f3'U~!-1• ~ 
4 s 3 •t ( )3 T (e - 1) J (T}, lt r cr ct - ctn 

X ViU~U~n~n~n~ex' [56 (6 + X1 - Xz- Xa) 

+ 26 (6 + X1 + Xz ~ Xa)l6 [(x~- 62f"'n1 

+ (x~- 62)'/' n2- (xi- 62)'1'nal· (16) 

Here n~ = ( eEk/T - 1 )-1 is the Bose equilibrium 
distribution function, ~ = €0/T, a= 11M/T, and nt> 
n2, and n3 are unit vectors in the directions x1, 
x2, and x3• 

At temperatures 

(17) 

(which corresponds to ~ « 1 ), the expression for 
J ( T) simplifies considerably, and except for a 
numerical factor of order unity we get the follow
ing expression for 1/T0 : 

(18) 

In conclusion, the author considers it a pleasant 
duty to express his profound gratitude to A. I. 
Akhiezer and V. G. Bar'yakhtar for proposing the 
problem and for discussion. 
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